Air Wellness Power5 Testimonials
(These testimonials are not endorsed by Nikken. They are from people like you and me. We make NO MEDICAL CLAIMS -- and we
do not claim to heal or cure)

As you've no doubt heard on the news, Southern California is being treated with yet another disaster. This time fires are
consuming thousands of acres of land and a few hundred houses so far. As I sit in my office I see the burnt orange sun rising through
the smoke, casting an eerie pall on the landscape... the fallout of ashes, soot & smoke once again reminds us of the fragility of life. A
conservationist friend told me yesterday that all fires aren't bad, however I fail to see this fact at the moment.
Now we've had the Air Wellness Power 5 machine running 24/7 since early October, and have been enjoying many healthy results so
far... the latest: I see that NIKKEN says this machine will clean, and filter out all kinds of particulates in the air, as well as generate
ozone-free negative ions for an area of 448 sq. ft. Well, our home, a two story house with volume ceilings, is about 2950 sq. ft. and
yesterday evening, after running the machine in the living room (for a morning demonstration), the smell of smoke outside was very
strong, yet our whole house inside was smelling smoke-free! I know that our Company is very conservative in their estimate of area
cleaned, but I submit that the claims of some of the others out there appear to be a bit inflated, wouldn't you say? We really have no
'competition' in this area too!
Also, we had our very successful Launch at our home. One of our favorite people (probably our next frontline Silver) hoped that this
wouldn't offend us too much when she stood up and said that said that she, being sensitive due to a 'breathing condition', has notices a
significant difference in the air at our house since we've been running the Power 5 night and day (bedroom, office & living room for
the Launch).
Burt
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The new Air System - Power 5 is Ozone FREE - other systems on the market produce ozone... I use to be able to smell it with my old
one.... Yikes!!! Some good information to check out on ozone is at: www.epa.gov
Also just finished a conference call with HQ and one of the items spoken about was the excellent results for strength tests with the Air
System..... Here's a testimonial from Elena and Harry about their results already....they were using my Personal System which I have
received already......
"This is just a short message to let you know how we did yesterday with the Wellness Power 5 Air system. We took it to the Better
Breathers club. Set it up20-30 minutes before most of the members came in. We sat through the exercise session and the meeting, as
agreed with the president of the group, we were just trying out to see how the members felt if they noticed or commented.
At the end, the president says "you know, I noticed that no one reached for their 'puffers'. Normally before the exercise session, most
of them always reach for their puffers before exercise."
This is a "biggie" for people with breathing problems. We shut the machine down 30 min. before we were leaving the meeting, and the
air in the room became very heavy. My chest was feeling uncomfortable whereas during this 3 hour session, I was totally comfortable
though the exercises & the meeting until we closed the machine."
Happy Breathing....Gregg
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Here's some information passed on to us by Diamonds Pat Terry & Mac MacDonald:
We had an awesome product launch and learned alot from Royal Diamonds, Dave and Elle Stoltfus. Here are some notes that were
forwarded to us from other launches and we thought you should all benefit from them.
I LOVE THE AIR WELLNESS POWER 5!!!!!!!
x Our family's cold and flu season is going to have a run for it's money this year!! I've been feeling more energy and sleeping
great since ours arrived!
x It covers a room about 20 x 22 -I'll use it in our Great Room area (Family Room and Kitchen) where we spend most of our
day, and at night I'll put it in our bedroom.
x Other air filtering systems may claim to move more air and cover more area but they are doing just that.... moving more air
without doing much for the QUALITY. Nikken does the job and 5 times better and still covers the square footage!

Interesting Air Facts:
x Studies show that we receive 56% of our energy from the air we breathe; more than water & food combined!!
x Remember the concept behind PiMag water? Nikken took out the bad stuff, then they added energy? They've done it again,
with the air we breathe!
x HEPA filters are widely recommended by allergists and medical professionals. A HEPA filter removes bacteria, fungal &
microbiological organisms down to .3 microns. That means the remaining particle is smaller than 1/300th the diameter of a
human hair! Nikken's Air Wellness Power5 has Laboratory quality filtration.... HEPA 3 which is the highest and best on the
market which few if any other air filters have that quality today!
x MOLD is one of the greatest health threats to the indoor environment today. Mold & Mildew are the #1 cause of respiratory
distress. Most air units actually use ultraviolet light, which is unhealthy. The Air Wellness Power5 uses a photocatalytic filter
to kill bad stuff, WITHOUT ultraviolet light.
x Negative ions are SO good for us...they have been called "Vitamins of the Air." That's why God created the environment the
way he did. In headaches, breathing problems, allergy problems, depression, irritability, and sick days.
x OTHER negative-ion technologies used in every other air filtration system on the market toady uses a process that creates
OZONE in your house as a byproduct. Ozone is a toxic gas that is UNHEALTHY to breathe. It's basically indoor smog. Ever
flown into LAX and seen the smog over LA? Don't want it inside MY house! Some of the side effects of too much ozone:
***headaches ***breathing problems ***itchy eyes ***birth defects ***premature aging ***11% of infant deaths
***increased asthma and allergy problems.
Nikken found a way to put IN the GOOD STUFF, the Negative Ions, without putting in the BAD STUFF, the OZONE. Nikken has
done it again. Only the best for your family!
* The option to use the Aromatherapy is also really great - definitely beats spraying chemical air fresheners into your room, don't ya
think?!
*The filters are very economical -replace every 2 years or when the automatic light tells you to change them for a mere maintenance
cost of about $150!
* Energy efficient too. It uses less electrical energy even on Turbo power than a light bulb. It can be run 24 hours a day/7 days a week
and only cost you about $27.00 a YEAR!!! That is awesome and a great selling benefit.
* QUIET TOO. You can not even hear it work when it is on low or medium and the fan control is automatic. If someone comes into
the room smoking a cigarette or cigar, the system will automatically go to TURBO to quickly clean the air and then go back to low.
What a feature. Just plug it in and let it do what it is designed to do...give us the healthiest air on the planet.
* Easy to demonstrate...just like the other great NIKKEN technologies. Give someone the standard energy test before they enter the
room containing the Air Wellness Power5 system to see what their energy level is and then have them come stand by the Power5 and
do the test again. THEY WILL BE ROCK SOLID!!! That is an amazing demo and a great selling point.
* Remote control operated so it makes it easier for the men in the house to relate to the system since they are master of using the
remote!!!! AND the remote has a light option on it for night operation. If the lights are too bright, there is a dim mode or you can
totally shut off the light panel while it is still running. That is great to help people sleep.
Dennis & Ruth
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Air Wellness Power 5--NOT air filtration
--present air products do very little good & many produce ozone & ozone as been shown to be harmful
--Air Wellness Power5 creates "vitamins in the air"--five filters, Nikken uses 4 filter systems + hepa-filter
"Nikken paid over $49 million to the 147 members of the Presidents Club in the last 12 months. 99%of the Network Market
companies in the world do not even GROSS $40 million
Nikken has the greatest payout structure of any network marketing companies ... they pay out over 50% of their volume to WC's
Linda Murphy—New Diamond WC in Tony Scoma's group. She was the first ONLY WC to prospect Shelley Johnson, who's been
the workhorse of Team Diamond for 8 years ... she decides to join Linda & earned the Platinum rank in about 6 months .... now we
gotta find a replacement to do her job at Team Diamond!

Dave Balzar was in Mexico when the Aqua Pour unit was introduced. They had fish in a bowl, they killed the fish with a nasty
poison, then they ran that water thru the unit & the man from Korea who designed the unit drank the water.
I--Air Wellness Power 5
--Nikken partnered with high-tech Japanese electronic engineering company to create an air handling unit combining five
technologies
--we have about a three-year window before "competition" copies this technology
1--five stage filtration
---most effective hepa-filter on the planet
--filtering methods:
A--Trap to physically catch contaminants
B--Destroy (eg particulates, volatile organic compounds ... eg, reduce them to harmless gases, etc.)
C--Adsorption--eg, activated charcoal
D--Attraction---gaseous & particulate contaminates are usually neutral, our unit charges them so they'll be attracted
to & removed by the system
1) pre-filter--large porosity screen to remove large air-borne particles
--large capacity blower pulls air thru the multi-stage filter--removes dander, smoke, etc.
2)--photocatalytic filter (titanium dioxide)--breaks down contaminants to render them harmless without combining with them
--Nikken's technology uses visible light to activate the catalyst rather than UV (Honeywell uses a UV-activated
catalyst which misses a lot of contaminants ... & it creates harmful ozone)
3) Carbon Filter
4) Nanocopper filter--Nikken has created technology to plate nano-meter-sized cones on a substrate--which interact with the
nanocopper, which exchanges electrons with the contaminants &chare the contaminants to be attracted to the hepafilter
5)--world-class stage 2 hepafilter
2--Negative ion generator
A--clean negative ions are added because an atmosphere with balanced negative ions will give us better sleep, feeling of
well-being (SEE LATEST OCTOBER CONSUMERS REPORT THAT SHOWS Sharper Image air product, which leads
the air filter market right now, is NOT a useful appliance)
--Nikken technology uses low voltage parallel plates to create negative ions without ozone--Shinrinyoku "walking
thru the forest" EXPERIENCE
3--Ozone-free technology (ozone is a toxic, irritant gas--very unstable form of oxygen used to kill organisms in bottled water--it's a
cell-killer sterilant)
4--Optional aromatherapy System--CAN INFLUENCE OUR MOOD & SUBCONSCIOUS
5--Automated technology--computerized by the Japanese sensor technology--senses chemicals in air & powers up or down as
necessary
Filters will last 1-2 years, automatically senses need of filter replacements
--uses $27/year in power if operated 24-7, 365 days/year!
--efficiently handles 450 sq ft.
--May be backordered 7-30 days after the launch due to the tornadoes destroying major shipping yards in Korea
lou & dr. bob wynman
----------------------------------------------------------------------

I LOVE THE AIR WELLNESS POWER 5!!!!!!!
* Our family’s cold and flu season is going to have a run for it’s money this year!! I've been feeling more energy and sleeping great
since ours arrived!
* It covers a room about 20 x 22 – I’ll use it in our Great Room area (Family Room and Kitchen) where we spend most of our day,
and at night I’ll put it in our bedroom. :o)
Interesting Air Facts:
* Studies show that we receive 56% of our energy from the air we breathe; more than water & food combined!!
* Remember the concept behind PiMag water? Nikken took out the bad stuff, then they added energy? They’ve done it again, with

the air we breathe!
* HEPA filters are widely recommended by allergists and medical professionals…a HEPA filter removes bacteria, fungal &
microbiological organisms down to .3 microns. That means the remaining particle is smaller than 1/300th the diameter of a human
hair! Ours has Laboratory quality filtration.
* MOLD is one of the greatest health threats to the indoor environment today. Mold & Mildew are the #1 cause of respiratory
distress. Most air units actually use ultraviolet light, which is unhealthy. The Air Wellness Power5 uses a photocatalytic filter to kill
bad stuff, WITHOUT ultraviolet light.
* Negative ions are SO good for us...they have been called “Vitamins of the Air.” That’s why God created the environment the way
he did. In study after study, negative ions in the air show a decrease in headaches, breathing problems, allergy problems, depression,
irritability, and sick days.
* The only down side is that OTHER negative-ion technologies use a process that creates OZONE in your house as a byproduct.
Ozone is a toxic gas that is unhealthy to breathe. It’s basically indoor smog. Ever flown into LAX and seen the smog over LA?
Don’t want it inside MY house!
Some of the side effects of too much ozone:
headaches
breathing problems
itchy eyes
birth defects
premature aging
11% of infant deaths
increased asthma and allergy problems.
DOES THIS SOUND LIKE SOMETHING THAT NIKKEN WOULD PUT IN YOUR HOME? NO!! Other negative-ion
technologies DO, but Nikken did research until they found a way to put IN the GOOD STUFF, the Negative Ions, without putting in
the BAD STUFF, the Ozone. Nikken has done it again… only the best for your family!
* The option to use the Aromatherapy is also really great – definitely beats spraying chemical air fresheners into your room, don’t ya
think?!
*The filters are very economical - replace every 2 years for just $150
* So, who do you know that would like to feel better, more refreshed, and do something that would benefit their family’s healthy
breathing?! Nikken has gotten rid of the bad stuff, and combined the best of the best for a one of a kind unit that adds Wellness to our
Air! I’M EXCITED!!!
Rik & Ellen Manuel
-----------------------------------------------------

Here's a report on the New Air Wellness Power 5 unit. Leon
----------------I took my Air system with, did the strength test on one of the fellows at the meeting, first over on one side of room, then had him stand
behind and take a few deep breathes, did his strength again, he couldn't believe it. Was very strong, and didn't lose his balance. Wow!
I also fried fish the other night, and my house didn't have the fish odor, I did turn it up for awhile. I Love It, Will get another one to
use in multiple places, bedroom, basement, or to show, but won't be without my own.
Sue Hansen
-----------------------------------------------------

I listened to Dave Balzer's talk and what I heard was that our hepa filter is 0.3 micron hepa or ultrafine. It is the highest rating.
Bob
-----------------------------------------------------

We just got back home from 3 months on the road. We've slept with our Air Wellness Power5 unit 2 nights and are impressed enough
already, I just ordered a second unit. We'll leave one here at our Texas office "Bates Training Center" (our Nikken Wellness Center)
for display and demo for when we're home and for our local downline. We plan to take the second unit with us in our motorhome to
Arizona for the winter. It will help give healthier air in our motorhome as well as be a unit we can use for demo there.
Here's some reasons why we decided to get a second unit:

1.

Ruth has had severe sinus drainage when she first wakes up every morning for the 18 months we've been married. (She
insists it's not because of me. Ha.) TODAY she woke up with NO SINUS DRAINAGE. This is the FIRST morning in 18
months she has not had the sinus drainage upon waking. What can we conclude but that it was the Nikken Air Wellness
Power5 unit we had running in our bedroom. I think the negative ions were a major factor. Did you read the e-mail I sent
about all the data on the benefits of negative ions? If not, I'll include it again at the end of this e-mail.
2. Ruth and I both did a muscle resistance test (strength test) on each other comparing before and after taking about 6 deep
breaths of the negative ion charged air. We were BOTH very much stronger. So much, it really surprised us both and we
could not deny the increased strength. That was telling us both our body likes the negative ion charged air.
3. I got an e-mail asking if the unit would remove mold spores and what was the price. I e-mailed Nikken and got this reply
back a few minutes ago...
**** Hi Leon,
It will remove mold spores…
-----------------------------------------------------

We were told at the launch by a rep from Headquarters to put the back near a wall - opposite a window if possible. The air flows up
the wall and across the ceiling into the room better that way. We have found having it in our bedroom at night really helps one sleep
deeper.
Stan and Shirley
-----------------------------------------------------

Here are the answers that Nikken Distributor Services has provided to my questions on Air Wellness FAQ’s:
1. Re independent test results: Testing was done by an independent testing body in Japan known as FCG Research Institute.
2. What do the test results show the Power 5 removes?
It removes mold spores, bacteria, viral proteins, odors, and VOC's. VOC's [Volatile Organic Compound--bob] are compounds like:
household products,paints, varnishes, cleaning agents and solvents, some hobby products and fuel. For more information visit the
EPA: http://www.epa.gov/iaq/voc.html
3. Does it remove Sulfur Dioxide?
Sulfur Dioxide is considered a VOC or emission. The Power5 reduces VOCs.
4. Does it remove viruses?
No, the Power 5 removes particles to 0.3 microns. Many viruses are smaller than 0.3 microns.
5. What happens to mold spores in the filter system? Which filter removes them? Do they remain active?
Mold spores are destroyed in the photocatalytic stage. When they are destroyed they remain inactive. We claim the Power 5 reduces
mold spores, not full blown mold. [the unit gets the mold spores out of the air we're breathing but has no effect on the source of the
mold growing in damp sheetrock, floors, ceilings in a building]
6. How can the Air Wellness machine be used in smoky environments? Can the filters be washed?
If the unit is used in a very smoky environment, it will not totally rid the smoke. It will definitely help. However, the filters will need
replacing more often. The filters should not be washed. Only the prefilter can be vacuumed.
7. How can we keep our homes at the proper humidity without getting molds? What effect does the Air Wellness Power have on
humidity in the home? Is it safe or necessary to use a humidifier?
We only have basic suggestions such as try to avoid humidifiers, steamy long showers, etc. For further information you can call the
Health Department in your area. It is safe to use a humidifier with the Power 5, however this creates a lot of humidity. We recommend
not using the Power 5 in the same room with a humidifier. [Humidifiers create humidity. I suspect the idea is to avoid 100%
humidity, which no one wants anyhow. At Tahoe, in the winter the house is closed & we heat the outside 30 degree air to 70 degrees,
greatly expanding it's volume & thereby lowering the humidity to levels of 2-5%, drying out our furniture, skin, nasal passages, so we
use humidifiers on our woodstoves & around the house to maintain about 40-50% humidity, which is certainly no problem for the
AirWellness unit, which is built to operate in coastal areas where the humidity is much higher year round. Bob Wynman]

Peggy Birse, Red Deer, AB, Canada
----------------------------------------------------(forwarded from Dennis Williams)
I had to pass this on to you. Deborah and her husband Ginto are great Nikken friends of ours in Minnesota. I cannot believe what
this dog looks like today. Wow, I don't have any other words.
Amy Theisen
Several of you have asked for the Jacqueline, one of our dogs, and the Nikken technologies story. Jacqueline is a Black Labrador and
Rottwieler cross, a large dog who is now 17 years old. A few years ago when Nikken came into my life and I was learning to walk
again, it was Jacqueline who adapted immediately to wearing a skijoring harness and by pulling she gave me the extra energy that I
needed to walk again. We hiked and ran together before than became walkers. She just knew how to love and to be a support to me.
This following is not a medical claim. It is the beautiful story of love and putting the body in the best environment for it to recover.
Now was my turn to love and support Jacqueline with her physical challenges. I have included photos.
Jacqueline has 4 pet pads double thick and double covered to make 2 pads. She drinks PiMag Optimized water. Daily she consumes
the Nikken pet nutritionals, Nikken human Nuti-Technologies: women's formula, joint, liver and immunity. She has worn the
elastomag headband under her collar. She eats organic dog food.
x In February of 2003, Jacqueline had a large mass on the side of her face. It felt like a muscle mass. It did not hurt her when
we touch it or moved it. It increased from nothing to the size of a tennis ball in about 30 days. The veterinarian said that it
was a very fast growing tumor. It could not be removed as it would mean cutting away the side of her face and upper lip. At
her old age , the recommendation was to love her, enjoy her and to know that this was probably a tumor that would end her
life. We also consulted with my sister and her husband who are both veterinarians, specializing in dogs and have know
Jacqueline her entire life. They concurred that there this mass was tissue and blood vessels, but no nerves thus it did not
cause her pain.
x By March the tumor burst through the skin and continued to grow. It drained continuously and pulled her lip away from her
mouth so she had a flow of thick fluid also draining from inside her mouth. Her life became a mission of cleaning herself.
She continued to eat and her tail was always waging. We are now also using the PalmMag. She remains comfortable.
x In May, the tumor covered the entire side of her face. The gap was 1 1/2 inch between her upper lip and her lower lip. When
she bumped her face or rubbed her face, it would hemorrhage. Now there is a mass developing in her neck. Wearing the
headband appears to be uncomfortable so we remove it. She is taking short walks around our property with a burst of a little
run once in a while. She is starting to lose her sight and hearing.
x This photo shows the tumor - taken mid May.
x Also note that do to all the drainage, we washed her pet pad covers
daily. On this morning the demo pak was sitting in the laundry room
as I was washing the comforter cover. Since her pet pads were gone
for washing in our other washing machine, she pulled down the demo
pak and laid on it. She wanted her pet pads all the time.
x By October, the tumor in her neck was very large extending from her
jaw bone to her shoulder bone. The tumor on her face had now grown
over the top of her face. Her left eye was completely covered. She
could only see shadows out of her right eye. Her hearing was very
poor. She walked slowly ~ still with a wag of her tail. She bumped
into the doors or walls. Her tumor produced a very strong odor.
x The arrival of the AirWellness Power 5 ~ being product launch hosts
we received our Air Wellness early and moved it from our bedroom at
night to the kitchen/dining area during the day. Jacqueline spent most
of her time on her pet pad in the kitchen. I had moved my office to the kitchen table during the past few months so that I
could be closer to her. I noticed that about every half hour she would get up and walk to the AirWellness Power 5 and stand
in front of it. I believed that she could sense the negative ion energy and enjoyed it. We live in a rural area in Minnesota
with a river and lots of trees. The house was now closed up due to the cold temperatures of Fall.
x Two and a half weeks after the arrival of the AirWellness Power 5 on a Thursday evening, I noticed that there was very little
drainage from her tumor that day and that I could see the upper part of her eye socket again. I blessed her good night and
went to bed. The next morning, we could see the slit of her eye and there was no drainage. The tumor was shrinking and a
pinkish skin was forming over what had been an open sore.
x Five days later, both tumors had decreased by 80%, she could see again, her hearing was improving and she was outside
playing with our other dog. Black skin was starting to form over the pink skin and the last scabs were falling off. She is
still visiting the AirWellness machine.

x
x

Now 10 days later and you can see by these photos, that she has a major recovery. Her lips touch again. The remaining lump
is gone from her neck. She is playing outside for 2 to 3 hours a day.
Saturday, she walked 3 miles with us. We had a blast!

Jacqueline is a testimony to the importance of a Wellness Home. It is not one product; it is every technology working together that
kept her alive and fairly comfortable. It is the addition of the AirWellness Power 5 that moved her into recovery. We are most
grateful for the amazing technologies and products that Nikken provides for us and everyone to own ~ to be responsible for one's
wellness!
In~Joy and Peace! Deborah (Ginto & Deborah Naujokas)
-----------------------------------------------------

I received my new Air Wellness product and hooked it up immediately. It only runs on low (when on automatic) so I guess our air
isn't too bad. My husband snores off and on all night. Not shake the house snoring but just enough to bother me at times. The second
night we had the system on in our bedroom, I suddenly realized that he wasn't snoring and hadn't been for the last two nights. It's been
2 weeks or so now and still no snoring so I guess it wasn't just a passing phase.
Lynn
-----------------------------------------------------

This Flu stain is dangerous and the 2003 Flu vaccine does not provide full immunity for this current virus. These suggestions are quite
amazing. Dr. Rick is seeing a HUGE number of patients everyday who are VERY SICK and CONTAGIOUS and guess what? He is
not getting sick following this regime quite closely. WE HAVE SEEN AMAZING RESULTS, IN THE MEDICAL OFFICE, WITH
THE AIR POWER WELLNESS 5! Dr. Rick originally put an air filter in his patient rooms to dissipate perfumes, after shave smells
etc. for the next patient. He began an experiment when he noticed something unusual happening. He would move the filter to a room
where a person who just left, had a very virulent case of this flu virus. He would put the AIR WELLNESS FILTER on automatic and
by itself, it would go to "TURBO" mode for 10-15 minutes, then go automatically return to a lower speed. When a patient with
perhaps, a non contagious challenge, i.e.. high blood pressure would be in the room , the NIKKEN AIR FILTER would remain, still
on automatic, at a low speed but again and again the FILTER would, by itself, kick up to the high speed whenever a person with an
airborne problem would enter a patient exam room. Dr. Rick noted this occurrence over and over again and even challenged the
possible variances by moving the AIR FILTER to different patient rooms, noting that the exact same process happened. The
WELLNESS POWER 5 seems to be living up to its name by somehow sensing it needs to do a "different" job with airborne particles
that could impact one's health! WOW! What could this mean for you, your family, neighbors, the elderly, the young ones, the movie
theaters, the offices with closed ventilation, the list is limitless.....
Polly & Rick Wolf
----------------------------------------------------------------

I have had a chronic breathing problem for years. When working for 27 years with special needs children, they sneeze on you or
cough or drool. I USE to get a cold or cough every time and then it would turn into a really bad, deep cough. It would keep me up at
night and I sounded like a dog when I coughed.
When the mushroom "Immunity" came out, I thought I had received a dream come true. Take one in the morning and one in the afternoon/evening every day and have not had a problem since. That is until two weeks ago. I was really tired from working too hard. I
took extra Immunity that day and the next two days. I took 5-8 for a few days and never got the DEEP cough. Prevention is the key
and not working SO much.......ha ha....."balance."

Got the Power5 three weeks ago too and now with both of those Nikken products I am breathing better (when I wake up in each
morning) than I have in YEARS. I only had a sore throat for one day and NO cough. I also find the headband is great to sleep with
when you come home with a little sore throat. Wake up the next morning and no sore throat. Thanks to Power5, Immunity and the
headband.
Martha
----------------------------------------------------------------

I found a way to add my own scents to Air Power5 and have not seen any adverse effects on the air unit. Take scented oils and place a
few drops on the little round face scrubbers or buffs. Place one buff in the canister in back of unit and use as directed with Nikken
sachets. It will last about two days. Just add few more drops to refresh. IT WORKS GREAT.
June
----------------------------------------------------------------

Our new Air Wellness Power5 machine is phenomenal! We unintentionally put it to the true test the 2nd day we had it. I was
preparing supper with the frying pan on the heat with olive oil when the telephone took me away from the kitchen. After a good
conversation with one of my girls I returned to the kitchen to find it FILLED with smoke.
There was no way a person could stay in that room. I turned off the burner under the pan, ran for the Air Wellness Power5 machine
and put it in the kitchen turned to Turbo. I returned in less than 5 minutes to find the kitchen absolutely smoke and odor free! There
was no trace of the results of the forgotten pan! The smoke didn't even have a chance of traveling to the other rooms of the house! We
are using this little machine 24/7 and wonder how we ever got along without it.
Mavis
---------------------------------------------------------------

I got my air filter when my sinuses were really bothering me. I live in the northeast and we've had so much rain during the summer
and the fall, it caused my basement to be damp and moldy, and my house smelled of mold. When I've had sinus heaviness before the
use of our headband and a nettie pot (salt water flushing out the sinuses) did the trick. Not this year.
Thank goodness the air filter arrived when it did. After running it for a few days my sinuses feel so much better. And my house smells
clean. So clean, in fact, that when my handyman came in he said my house smells like a doctors office. I said, what do you mean? He
answered that it smelled clean!
Karen
----------------------------------------------------------------

Since brain tumor surgery 9 years ago my husband has had sinus drainage problem. In less than one month with the air system, his
sinus problem is almost all disappeared! Since having the air system in our bedroom, both my husband and I require at least one hour
less sleep a day and feel even better. One hour less sleep every day means a lot of productivity!
So far we have had 100% success with air system strength tests. This is what you do: first, raise the preferred arm straight in front
about mouth height and resist to the tester's pressure. Second, take 2-3 deep breaths from the air system (turbo). Third, redo the
strength test. They all will become stronger!
Annette
----------------------------------------------------------------

In the Quebec City area, our Platinum upline sleeps with her Shitsu dog in her Queen bed and every morning the dog is on the edge of
the bed facing the new Air Power5, nose right into the ions' breeze! Daniele moved the unit every side of the bed and to her
amazement, the dog does not come close to her anymore, he is always always sniffing right in the unit!
Another lady is handicapped and she needs her dog all day long as a 'guardian dog'. Unfortunately her 14 year old dog has a purulent
open wound in the mouth and it affected its sight, its jaw movements and of course keep it from eating enough; so the dog is slowly
loosing its strength and will soon die. The lady is not ready to have her good friend put asleep, of course. Since he does not have the

strength anymore to follow her up and down the house; she decided to bring her office in the dining room and bring along the Air
Power5 which used to be in her bedroom. After just a few days, she noticed, the dog has lots more energy, it has regained its
playfulness - and, to her great amazement and joy, the wound in the mouth is not infected anymore and has shrunk to almost nothing!!
Thanks to the power of negative ions.
Jocelyne
----------------------------------------------------------------

Have you ever felt like a train was in your bedroom while trying to sleep? That is approximately the level of sound my husband's
snoring produced. When we got on the sleep system (the deluxe mattress, quilt, etc.) over 4 yrs. ago, the level diminished about 70%,
but I still had to wear heavy duty earplugs often.
Then the Air Wellness machine was introduced to our bedroom. From the first night of use his snoring was almost eliminated. Several
times I heard the dreaded noise start, then stopped with a couple minutes. The machine was handling the problem with another
challenge - he is battling a respiratory infection which stresses his breathing more than usual. What a technology!
Another blessing came to our family with Nikken products helping my mother's broken wrist. She is 80, drinks a lot of cola, &
frequently forgets to take calcium and Fosamax, so her bones are not in the best condition. When the Orthopedic doctor set her broken
wrist he stated it was quite likely it wouldn't rebuild well & he would have to do surgery.
He was extremely surprised to see it rebuilt well enough to take off the cast after 6 weeks. He said she did much better than he ever
would have expected. The PalmMag was used 3 times a day & I taped super minis on the front & back of the wrist 24/7. God knew
what he was doing to send these products our way.
Sandy
--------------------------------------------------------------

We had laminate flooring installed in our kitchen several weeks ago. I have chemical sensitivities and formaldehyde is my worst one.
The flooring was off glassing formaldehyde. My usual symptom due to exposure is yawning but it was so bad that I could feel
puffiness in my eyelids. We put our Air Wellness Power5 right in the area and turned it on turbo. Within an hour or so, my symptoms,
as well as the terrible odor, were going away. We kept the power5 in the kitchen area overnight. We are very grateful for such a
wonderful machine.
Karen
--------------------------------------------------------------

I recently loaned my Air Wellness 5 to the mother of a friend who has had her lung collapse a twice in the last few months and who is
now on oxygen because she is having difficulty breathing. After loaning it out for about 5 weeks her son reported that she had seen
some improvement, and that she was interested in getting one for herself, but that it was probably too expensive right now. She was
improving to the point where she had not needed her oxygen machine for an entire day (for the first time in about 3 months). Her son
got it back from her last Thursday morning to return to me later that day. Thursday night he called around 9pm and said that the Air
Filter must be a miracle because ever since it left his mother's bedroom she had been coughing and using her oxygen machine because
she was having a lot of trouble breathing. It turns out that it was doing a lot more for her than they ever imagined (ie - You never
know what you've got until you lose it!) and she desperately wants one now.
Andy
--------------------------------------------------------------

I've had my Power 5 since Christmas. Since then, I've been able to get off the steroid that I was taking for asthma (something I tried
before and never was able to do), and I go for days without using my albuterol inhaler. My breathing seems to be deeper and my
allergies have been minimal (which is rare). My doctor is amazed. The only thing I miss with the Power 5 is the wonderful aroma of
a well cooked meal lingering for hours in the house. However, the benefits far outweigh that one.
Cheree'
--------------------------------------------------------------

Nikken recommends that you clean your Air Wellness PreFilter every few weeks. (From page 10 of the Air Wellness Owners Manual)

Remove the front panel of the Power 5 by pressing the 2 release clips at the sides of the front panel and pulling it slightly outward at
the bottom. Then lift the panel upward. Detach the prefilter and frame. Remove the prefilter and clean it with a vacuum cleaner.
(You’ll be amazed at ALL the dust that use to be in your house!!) Replace the prefilter and reassemble the unit.
Ellen Manuel
----------------------------------------------------------------

My husband has had a nasty cold for over a week. We noticed that as soon as he started coughing, the Air Wellness Power 5 kicked in
from its normal one phase to turbo. Since then, it seldom goes on the 1st phase for long. Every time my husband is in the room, it goes
on turbo. Just goes to show how "smart it is" and how well it protects one's room area.
Cindy
----------------------------------------------------------------

I recently loaned my Air Wellness System to a woman who was suffering terribly from allergies. She also said there was cat odor in
her home. After one weekend, she called to say that she was breathing out of both nostrils for the first time in ages and her house
smelled so much better. When I went to pick it up, she looked like a new person! The huge bags under her eyes were far less puffy
and she was so grateful to me for loaning the system to her that she wants to host a Nikken event. She was thrilled that she could get
two for the price of one on the March special.
Diane Bays
----------------------------------------------------------------

I have wondered to what all the air wellness will do and I recently painted the ceiling and walls in our entry way and lo and behold we
had a strong paint smell - so I just jumped the air system to full power and left it for a couple hours and when my wife arrived home
she said "behold the air5system is doing what it is supposed to."
When we were first introduced to them there was someone at the product launch who shared that when they got there air system just
before the launch they took it to a brother who was a car salesman who smoked lots. They put the system in his office over the
weekend. When the salesman went in to open the office he could not believe what he smelled. No cigarette smoke at all. He bought
that one with no questions. They thought if it bothered him who is around the smoke all the time, still wants the best for all who come
to his office.
Gale & Barbara
----------------------------------------------------------------

My name is James Martin. I breed and show Cornish Rex, Devon Rex, Sphynx and Bengal cats.
Over the past several years, I’ve been facing problems with the cats... upper respiratory infections,
ringworm, fading kitten syndrome, etc. I’ve always wanted to get a negative ion generator and for one
reason or another, I’ve never had the money or couldn’t get one. One day, I was talking to a client of
mine and she told me about the Nikken Air Wellness Power5 and I decided to add one to my home.
I had the Cornish Rex mother cat in my bedroom with her two kittens that were about two weeks old.
The female kitten had a spot of ringworm on her tail, but nowhere else. I decided to try the Air Wellness
Power5 in that room to see if it would make a difference in the kittens. The first think I noticed was
that when their eyes started to open, there was no problem with sticky eyes. Second, the ringworm
spot on the kitten’s tail was gone in one day and it didn’t spread on her, her brother, her mother or
the new mom and kitten that were born 3 weeks later. The new mother, a Devon Rex, had chronic
allergies which after only a few days in that room, is now cleared up. The new kittens have not had
any health problems either. My own personal results have been that I am now able to sleep better
and longer at night. Sinus problems have been relieved while I’m at home. The house always smells
nice, which when you raise cats and have people to your home, you don’t want it to smell like a cat.
Since then, I’ve decided to add another Air Wellness Power5 unit and plan to add a couple more.
James Martin.

----------------------------------------------------------------

My chronic runny nose, sneezing, and itching that I woke up with every morning since I have lived in Canada disappeared after the
first night of having the Power 5 in my bedroom and hasn't returned.
The light can be turned off and just leave the unit on low speed (not auto) if the noise bothers you. Leave it on full speed when you
are not around to get the air to the best state it can be. I just moved into an apartment where smokers lived before and it took about a
week to get the place smelling good.
Sharon
----------------------------------------------------------------

The first two nights we slept with our Air Wellness Power5 on I woke up with a slight headache. This was a message to me that I was
going through another layer of detoxing. It's pollen season and I have had NO sinus problems.
I have a sister who smokes and has both a cat and a dog in the house. I have another sister coming from out of town for a visit
concerned about staying in the smoking sister's house. I took an Air Wellness over a few days ahead of time. My sister put it in her
own bedroom the first two nights and woke up not coughing as usual and also with her eyes not stuck shut as usual. Then the morning
of my allergic sister's arrival she moved the Air Wellness into her guest bedroom. My allergic sister slept fine and had no allergy
problems. My smoking sister went back to waking up coughing with her eyes stuck shut. She ordered 2 Air Wellness Power5's that
day.
Also, we have an Air Wellness Power5 in our home office. The computer repair man was here and within 10 minutes his headache
and congestion went away. He came back the next day to sit in the office for 15 minutes. Headache went away. He ordered one.
Susan Barnwell
----------------------------------------------------------------

Consumer Reports listed Sharper's Image's Air Filter second from the bottom of filtration systems. It does not do what they claim it
does. As I remember Sharper Image's unit rated terrible in removing dust and odors as well. The unit is heavily marketed and is the
leading unit sold on the market to date, but that does not mean it is a superior unit to cleanse the air with in your home. I would not
want one. FYI the Ionic Breeze is an electrostatic air purifier, not an air filtration system, that "traps" dust, etc. just like your TV
screen.
Johnny
----------------------------------------------------------------

We have one nurse in our group whose son has asthma and allergies and after two weeks with the air in his bedroom is off the steroid
nasal spray, zertec, breathing treatments and a couple of other meds. Is playing soccer with no difficulty in breathing! His doctor told
his mother to keep on doing what she's doing for her son!
----------------------------------------------------------------

I have just about the same testimonial with the Power 5. Within 2 days of having the Power 5, I stopped using my albuterol inhaler.
About 3 weeks later, I stopped the steroid that I had been using for my asthma. Since I used the steroid for about 3 years, my doctor
was really shocked. I'm a strong believer in the Power 5 and all it's benefits.
Cheree'
----------------------------------------------------------------

My dad has severe emphysema, on oxygen 24/7, has limited energy, even though he does his own care. He was very ill in January
with pneumonia & the physicians didn’t expect him to live. He has the air wellness system in his room & in 10days he was up, & on
the road to recovery. I was with him last week again (April 1-8); it was so exciting to see how good he looked. If he over exerts & gets
short of breath, he sits beside the unit & takes a few deep breaths & gets relief. The air wellness system has definitely given him more
energy & quality of life. The care takers are amazed at how well he has done.

I loaned my air wellness system to my dentist, who has emphysema. After 1 night he saw a big difference in his sinus problem, slept
better & didn’t cough as much during the night. After 3 nights commented, “I can’t believe how much better I feel”. His wife said
there is a big difference in the air in the bedroom, John is sleeping better, breathing better & not coughing as much - “it has definitely
helped him”.
And this testimonial came from Debbie Mobley, a nursing friend, who is a new senior last month:
“I am doing much better with my (Air Wellness) system. I have one unit in the bedroom and one in the den (where the dogs are crated
at night). Well, today with the rain, two of the dogs, collie and lab wanted in at 6:00pm (usually do not come in until 9 PM). So I
brought them in and dried them (for some reason they did not want to stay in their doghouses) and they willingly went in their crates
and have been sleeping ever since. I have been in the den for over 2 hours and not the first wheeze. Remember I am 4+ allergic to
dogs! Usually I would need to leave the room. The room does not even smell like wet dogs!!!!! I can see the biggest difference in
my breathing and rest as well.”
----------------------------------------------------------------

Here's another Air Wellness Power5 story that I just received. Probably just in the dog's mind, eh? Sure! Come on! Sometimes
animals have more sense than us humans, right? Ha. Leon
Donna Pinnix wrote: “I have an air wellness story about one of my dogs who is 13-14 years old. He has been coughing since
September 2002. He has been seen and treated by four different vets, with antibiotics, steroids, acupuncture, herbs, teeth cleaning
(which helped more than anything) but no one could stop his cough, He coughed as soon as he moved in the morning till he gagged
and continued to cough all the time he was moving during the day. It hurt me to listen but we had no success in treating him. I have
had the Air Wellness since it came out and I blast in on turbo in the bedroom overnight (of course we all get the benefits of the
negative ions too) and beside his bed on the first floor downstairs during the day. Just last week I realized one day I had not heard him
cough in two days and now it's been a week. The only thing we've done differently since last fall is the Air Wellness unit? It's got to be
the reason he's quit coughing!!!”
Donna Pinnix
---------------------------------------------------------------We are blessed in having an awesome music program at our church. One of our favorite singers is Chuck. Most of the winter he was
unable to sing as his throat hurt so much & missed a month of work due to pneumonia. Doctor stated he had multiple allergies he was
never aware of. As singing is such an important part of his life there was even serious thought about having his vocal cords scraped...
throat had felt stressed for about 4 years.
For months had felt a little better & then regressed. The Air Wellness machine idea was offered to him. His wife called, said he was
sick again & they felt quite desperate. Also felt it only fair to tell us they were on the brink of getting a whole house air filtration
system (over $1,200) but would be open to at least try the Air Wellness. The machine was on 20 minutes and he was like a totally
different person & wondered what had happened.
Well, to summarize, Chuck sang the next morning & during the next week said he felt like his life was given back to him. His siblings
in other towns now also have Air Wellness machines in their homes. He went Silver in about 3 weeks & has a new business
opportunity. He also has integrated magsteps, necklace, & men's nutritional. Feels these are helping him daily. In the past during
presentations & trainings he gives at work, felt tension in his shoulders & fatigue during the day & now his shoulders have no distress
& energy level good. Doesn't get any better than this, does it?
----------------------------------------------------------------

Last week I had a severe sore throat. At my Husband's suggestion, I put the Air Wellness Power 5 in the bedroom and ran it on one
notch below turbo. When I awoke in the morning my sore throat was completely gone! What an awesome product.
Shirley
----------------------------------------------------------------

One month ago, I contacted a customer who's husband has serious heart and lung problems, and is continuously having to use an
oxygen machine to breath. I offered to lend them the Air Wellness Power 5 - this was Friday evening, and said I would call them on
Monday. She called me Sunday night, and ordered 2 units - they had immediately noticed an improvement in the air in the house.

Today, she phoned me and said that she has a common blood sugar problem, and now her readings are much lower (she thought it
might be a coincidence). Her husband with the heart and lung problem is no longer using his oxygen machine, has much more energy,
and they both are experiencing a much deeper sleep. She ordered 2 more units - one for her daughter-in-law who suffers from
depression, and one for her sister.
Carol
----------------------------------------------------------------

I talked with my mother-in-law today, and this is what she said about the air system in her beauty shop. She has 2 units for a 2000 sq.
ft. area. She has one unit in a 10x12 room that has 2 nail techs, and the other in the large room. She said the odors have been
diminished, and she has not had any complaints of headaches from her customers. She said that the customers that complained of
headaches are still coming, but she has not asked them if they get headaches anymore. She also has 2 units in her home, and without
being able to give a specific testimonial to any condition, says that she is very pleased.
Jason Wedman
----------------------------------------------------------------

I'm forwarding this testimonial from Brad. Leon.
-----Just wanted to pass along a story about a woman that bought the new Air Wellness Power5. She told me that her father who had
worked in a foundry as a young man had developed black lung and with his allergies he was having a bad time of it, and was willing
to try just about anything. So I loaned her my unit saying she should keep it for about 5 days. After 3 days I called to see if she had
any questions. She said yes how much do I owe you for this machine, further stating that it was like a miracle that since I had dropped
it off her father had not coughed once.
Brad Whittaker
----------------------------------------------------------------

Thanks Belynda for your permission to pass this on. Leon
--------------------------------------I noticed that I was having MAJOR allergy issues and Lisa offered to lend me her personal air wellness machine for a long weekend.
When I got home and plugged the machine in on turbo mode, I happened to be leaning over it so that a big rush of fresh air blew in my
face. IMMEDIATELY, my sinuses cleared and I felt "compelled" to "hang-out" next to the machine taking deep breaths. I used the
machine over the weekend and experienced a significant reduction in my allergy symptoms.
When I returned the machine to Lisa on Monday, my symptoms reappeared. I was so impressed with the machine that I ordered one.
At that time, it was back ordered, so Lisa has generously agreed to lend me one of her machines until mine arrived. I have to admit
that I really don't understand why this works, or what exactly negative ions are, but I decided that the results were what were
important to me, not understanding what makes it work. It's kind of like electricity, I know when I flip on the switch, the lights turn
on, even though I don't understand the "theory" of electricity! I would highly recommend this product to ANYONE who suffers with
allergies, it really worked for me.
Belynda Wilson
---------------------------------------

Our home is rather large with open areas and In a modified U configuration. I have had the Air Wellness unit in the open area between
the breakfast room and family room as that is where the majority of our time is spent. That would be at the base of the U. The air
seems fresher as one is close to the unit. I have noticed that cooking odors easily dissipate when the exhaust fan is not turned on.. But
the power of this unit really amazed me last week. In that the center of the house is pitched beams, once a year we have our annual
pest spray into a ceiling access in each of the two legs of the U shape of our home. The Air Wellness unit was at least 50’ diagonally
with walls in between from the two ceiling openings into which the spray was directed. Immediately as the exterminator worked in
each area the Air Wellness unit kicked onto TURBO. It appears to me that even in very large open areas as our home that the unit
works to remove miniscule particles.
Ann Wier Shumpert
----------------------------------------------------------------

Every since my husband tried the Air Wellness machine he doesn't want to sleep without it. It has reduced his snoring and gives
quality to his sleep. Traveling to Humans Being More Training last weekend, it seemed bulky to take along, but the small effort more
than paid off. Even though we asked for non- smoking room, when we entered the room it smelled like we were stepping into a giant
ashtray. It was 11:00, we were very tired and unsure if any other room would be available. We turned on the Air Wellness to turbo.
When we returned to the room 5 minutes later it was totally free of odor.
Sandy & Clyde
---------------------------------------------------------------A friend of mine's sister was coming to visit her. Her sister is severely allergic to cats. Usually when she visits her nose starts running,
her eyes itch and she sneezes all the time. I loaned my friend the Air Wellness filter and her sister had no problems at all! It was like
she had no cat allergy. Amazing!
Karen
----------------------------------------------------------------

On our Monday night Conference Call Silver Bob Carter shared his story about making Silver with just the Air Wellness Power 5
units, after testing the air in homes with a Laser Particulate Counter that measures how many particulates are in a cubic foot of air.
One home he tested had 765,000!! After running the Air Wellness Power 5 unit for a short period of time, the air near it tested less
than 1,000. “Which air would you rather have your family breathe?” he asked.
Dennis & Ruth Williams
----------------------------------------------------------------

Ruth Williams guest speaker for a Business Call was Dave Stolzfus and he gave some excellent info regarding our health and
nutrition!
I thought it was SO INTERESTING the experiment he did with our Air Wellness 5. Dave had a feeling that the negative ions
produced by our air filters were a powerful antioxidant. He purchased some oranges and hung some of them in a bag right over where
the air comes out on the filter. He placed the other oranges in another area of the house. The ones hanging over the air filter did not
have any age spots on them and lasted 2-3 times longer than the other oranges! What will that filter do for our bodies? He said every
one of our products have an anti-aging affect on the body. They slow down the aging process! Anti-aging is a huge marketing term
now with all the baby boomers coming on...use it in talking about the products! Think about it...our water, our skin care products,
Kenzen, Jade GreenZymes, Mushroom, sleep system and the FIR, etc. Isn't it exciting as we get older, to be in a getting younger
business, he said!
Clarence & Yvonne
---------------------------------------------------------------Months ago I introduced a salon owner to the Air Wellness machine and it is run in the shop everyday. The owner suffers from asthma
and she feels much better. The other employees in her salon appreciate feeling much better too. The salon business is thriving and
looking for a bigger location. No one has experienced anything odd with their hair or hair color.
Sandy
----------------------------------------------------------------

The April 2004 Nikken Family Magazine had an article (p.37) about Evelyn Abe (southern California) putting the Air Wellness
Power5 in her full-service nail salon. She sold 26 of them in three months so I'd say her employees and customers have had very
positive results. Maybe this article will help.
Susan
----------------------------------------------------------------

I recently saw an article talking about ozone killing people in cities. I know our AWP5 doesn't produce ozone, but does it remove it
from the air as well? (Here is a response from Dave Balzer Nikken's corporate expert):

The activated charcoal layer of the Power5 is capable of absorbing ozone.

Dave
----------------------------------------------------------------

Thanks to Jacque Pilkington for sharing these experiences:
When my dog Bo had a bowel problem in the house, my hubby cleaned up what he could stomach before he left to leave the rest to
me. When I got home I smelled it right away and went upstairs. I proceeded to clean the rug and turned the unit up to turbo. When
Greg got home about 30 minutes later, he was amazed to come home to NO SMELL. Seriously, the smell was completely gone and
no signs of pet odor left. It really was the worst smell, but that is when we both knew how great our AWP5 was.
The other one was the nail salon owner that we tried to get to put in his salon. He borrowed the unit for at least a week, but didn't want
to have it in his shop but rather his home. He cooks a lot and was trying to sell his home. Vietnamese cooking is very spicy and
usually fishy smelling, so the realtor said his house "smelled". He was very offended but after using our unit it cleared the smell so
good that when the agent came back again to show the home, she said, "Why doesn't the house smell, what did you do?"
----------------------------------------------------------------

My daughter bought an apartment building and planned to move into the second floor. Before the tenants moved out they let their
dogs urinate all through the carpet in one room and by the time the purchase went through and she got into the building, the smell was
nearly unbearable! I came to visit only a few days later and immediately couldn't smell that horrid odor that I remembered and asked
what she did. Her reply ... I just ran my Nikken Air Wellness! Today her "new" apartment smells like home sweet home!
Deanna
----------------------------------------------------------------

Thanks to Michelle for sharing this:
We use the air wellness in the kid's rooms at night. We have the one in the girl's room next to Abigail's bed and usually set to 2 or 3
levels high. Abigail has an epilepsy syndrome and a compromised immune system. Even with that she hardly ever gets sick. We
attribute much of the missed sickness to the air unit. We have found the same thing with the other 2 kids. When they do get a cough
we do not use cough medicine. We simply turn up the air unit and they stop coughing for the night. The cough/cold is cut short by
using the air unit.
Additionally, lately Abigail has had some more serious seizure issues. When she hurts herself she will hold her breath so long that she
cannot catch it and then goes into a seizure. I found that if I can get her to the air unit and blast it on her during the seizure that she
simply doesn't have one!! This is incredible and I will be continuing this. In fact I am going to buy the smaller unit to send to school
with her so they can do the same thing. Michelle Sahr
Kathie Zier
----------------------------------------------------------------

I substitute teach at my children's elementary school and the Air Wellness Traveler was a GODSEND to me when the children,
in the various classrooms I taught in, were all coming down with HORRIBLE colds and flu, this past year. I would place the
Air Wellness Traveler at the front of the classroom - where I spent most of my time - and put it on AUTO. Whenever a sick
child sneezed, coughed or even passed by, the AWT would kick into high gear for several minutes and then drop back down
to the lower setting.
A funny story, I was working with one particular student who had - ahem - QUITE a flatulance problem. Every time this child
passed gas, the AWT would, again, kick it it up a notch for several minutes and then, drop back down to the lower setting. I will also
share that this past spring, our area experienced one of the ABSOLUTE WORST pollen seasons ever! I have never seen so many
teachers and children with red, itchy eyes; sneezing and hacking! It was amazing to see how many children stopped sniffling,
sneezing and hacking after the AWT had been running for an hour or so, especially when the children were sitting up at the front of
the room, on the carpet! I will also share with you that although there is a hum when the unit is on, I have not noticed it disrupting the
classroom.

My husband's parents live in Blackstone, Virginia. Before we all hop in the car, I plug in the Air Wellness Traveler and run it the
entire trip. You can't always count on trips down I-95 being uneventful. Before I got my Air Wellness Traveler, I HATED getting
"stuck behind a truck, because of the exhaust fumes that always managed to find their way inside the car. (yes, even with the air
conditioner on) That is no longer an issue!
Sheryl
----------------------------------------------------------------

I received my kit today with the Air Quality Monitor. I tested various rooms in my house, including my bathroom, which is so small I
had never thought to put the Air Wellness Power5 in it. It tested about half way between low and high (about 3,000 to 4,000 particles
per litre of air), so I ran the Air Wellness at turbo with the bathroom door closed, and within 15 minutes, the Air Quality Monitor
indicated there were NO airborne particles. It was an amazing demonstration, but also indicated the need to move the Air Wellness
Power5 around to various rooms in the house.
Peggy
----------------------------------------------------------------

If the air quality sensor inside the unit is dirty this can cause turbo....Process for cleaning Air Wellness Power 5 is:
1. Turn off unit and Remove front panel.
2. Locate sensor box on left side of unit (black box about 1/3 from top of machine) - clean with air pressure can like what clean
keyboards with - clean both sides of sensor (box)
3. Clean all 5 filters - start with pre-filter - vacuum and then do front and back of each of other filters behind the pre-filter.
When come to Hepa filter (last filter) use something thin like a credit card and clean between each ridge.
4. Reset the unit - with the front panel off - just below the control area to the right you will see a hole with a silver button inside
- push that down for the count of 10 with the end of a pencil or pin (like how you reset some clocks)
5. Put back together and turn on.
That should do it. If not, then yes time to replace filters. If it goes on Turbo all the time, it may just need resetting in which case just
do step 4. If the unit doesn’t reset, then it probably is on turbo because of poor air quality.
----------------------------------------------------------------

We received these suggestions on the Air Wellness Power 5 if it stays on "Turbo".
o With unit plugged in, turn unit off.
o Remove front cover by lifting up gently.
o Blow out "laser" window on left side of unit (both sides)
o Remove all filters and vacuum gently.
o Replace filters
o Hold in Reset Button (in center of dime-size hole on upper right side) with a pen/toothpick for 10 seconds. (The unit is still
off but plugged in.)
o Replace cover by sliding on from the top.
- Turn on unit
----------------------------------------------------------------

When the light on my unit came on a few months after getting it, I called Nikken and they instructed me to press the reset button
(while unit is off), which is to the right of the lighted panel, and if light still was on then to clean the sensor box, which is to the left,
either by vacuuming around it or using canned air. I first swept it and had no result, then used the air, and after a short time the light
went off. Since then when I clean the pre-filter, I also clean the sensor and the light has not come on again.
Leslie
----------------------------------------------------------------

Power5™ relieves doctor's allergy symptoms: "I have suffered from seasonal airborne allergies all my life. The high allergy season
is upon us and when I am in the pollen-filled outside air I feel tired and irritable. I sneeze over and over, am clogged up in the nasal
and sinus areas, and my eyes turn red. When I come into the room with the Air Wellness Power5 I feel great in a matter of minutes,
and the symptoms disappear rapidly."
- Dr. Ron Dillman, Redding, California
----------------------------------------------------------------

***** Air Power5 Troubleshooting & Maintenance *****
Steps that will resolve the following issues:
(1) Unit staying on Turbo under Automatic
(2) Unit staying on Low under Automatic
(3) Filter Change Indicator prior to 2 years
Possible reasons this is occurring is due to the following:
(1) Air Quality
(2) Condition of the filter(s)
(3) Condition of the Particle Sensor
(4) Factory settings can be lost due to shipment or having the unit moved around a lot, tipped, laying down in transport.
(5) Fan Speed or Filter Indicator due to "Seasons" Winter, Spring, Summer, or Fall. Automatic sensor will be affected by season.
Troubleshooting Steps done twice in exact order (5 steps): (Highly recommended if cleaning to do outside the house)
(1) Move the unit around to different locations, plugging into a different wall outlet and letting the unit run 3-4 hrs. Air will circulate
and give appropriate speed under Automatic Mode based on the 5 reasons above. Make note of the fan speed.
(2) Remove the Cover Panel and vacuum the Black Screen Pre-Filter, take out the entire filter cartridge (make note of how you took it
out, it only goes in one way) and vacuum inside the Air Power5 unit.
(3) Locate the particle sensor on the left side of the unit if it's facing you, there are two particle sensors; 1st facing outside
air, 2nd facing filter cartridge. Use a compressed canned air w/straw and blow air into both particle sensors. An Air compressor unit
will work much better.
(4) Turn Off the unit, and keep plugged in to the wall outlet, locate the reset button about 2 1/2 inches to the right of the
mode button, and 1/4 inch down. Reset button is a "recessed hole about 1/2 inch deep and size of small coin" in it's center there is a
tinier hole, this is the reset button. You can use the tip of a pen to press this slightly and patiently. The button is very tiny and does not
travel very deep when pressed, you can hardly notice if you've pressed it, patiently and slowly until you feel a tiny "clicking sensation"
within your fingertips tells you it's pressed. Hold this press for about 5 seconds or more. You can also do this more than once.
(5) Separate the Filter Cartridge leaving only the last White color filter, this is the HEPA-FILTER, looking at the back side of this
filter should be very white/clean in color but the front side may be off-white, grayish or dirty in color. You can use the compressed can
air or an Air compressor device to blow air into each of the ridges "point the air in an angle so it comes out the other angle but towards
your end, not thru the filter"
** After completion of above 5 steps which make take half a day or an entire day, do the same 5 steps in exact order the 2nd half of
the day or the following day If unit still going on Turbo or Low speed, next troubleshooting will answer if the reason unit is reacting
towards the season. **
SEASONAL sensed by the unit: Remove the cover panel, and all filter cartridges turn on the unit in Automatic Mode for 4-6 hours, if
unit is giving the same fan speed setting, then it maybe reacting based on the season that the unit is sensing. "The unit should not be
going on turbo or low speed if there are no cover panel / filters to hinder the air - unit is automatic reacting on season"
Susan Sorkenn
----------------------------------------------------

I am a pastor and we have been with Nikken about 10 years now and sold our country churches two Power5 units and the place is not
anything like it used to be which was musty and empty like it had never been lived in. We keep one in the kitchen which used to be a
one room school house and then we have Sunday school rooms up the hallway leading to the sanctuary where we have another unit
located. We turn them up on high when we go to the church and they purify the air and then they go down to a low level. The smell is
nothing like it used to be so we are very thankful and we sweep the filters out and will replace them for them also.
Gale Burkholder
----------------------------------------------------

The house we previously lived in had a mold problem that caused us to suffer from frequent respiratory and sinus infections. We
began using the Nikken Air Wellness Power5 purification unit and were immediately shocked to smell the difference it made in the

air. Even more amazing was the overall improvement we experienced in our health and how we felt each morning without congestion.
In our new Wellness Home, we have one in each of our bedrooms. We've also put the Air Travelers in both of our vehicles.
Bob Hummer

